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Iconic Jamaican iguana under threat
from $1.5bn Chinese port project

Development will destroy Jamaica's biggest nature reserve and fragile
coastal areas, conservationists warn
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 The Jamaican iguana, Cyclura collei, is a critically endangered species from the Hellshire Hills in Portland

Bight Protected Area, Jamaica, 14 April, 2014. Photograph: Robin Moore
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The Jamaican government is pursuing a $1.5bn Chinese port development inside the

island's biggest nature reserve, threatening the famous Jamaican iguana (Cyclura collei)

and putting fragile coastal areas at risk, environmental groups say.

Government officials have championed the project – which reportedly includes a port,

industrial park and causeway – as a boon for the country's economy.

But the United Nations, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and local

environmental groups say the China Harbour Engineering Company development risks

destroying mangroves and rare forests in the country's biggest nature reserve, the

Portland Bight protected area.

The port would also doom a rare conservation success story, the Jamaican iguana,

brought back from the point of extinction after a 20-year effort, environmental groups

say.

"What is at stake is Jamaica's most protected areas of land and sea," said Diana

McCaulay, who heads the Jamaica Environment Trust. "I am very concerned."

The Portland Bight protected area extends

over 200 miles of land and 524 miles of

sea, containing the uninhabited Goat

Islands, 30,000 acres of mangroves, and

four dry limestone forests.

The area was set aside as a nature

reserve in 1999, and the Goat Islands,

which are uninhabited, were being

prepared as a sanctuary for the Jamaican

iguana.

All of those efforts would be swamped by

the sheer scale of the project, which would involve flattening the Goat Islands and

extensive dredging, local and international opponents said.

Jamaican officials have said the port project would also involve an industrial park to

manufacture cranes for export across the Caribbean, and the Jamaican government is

calling for a coal power plant at the site.

The local UN representative, Arun Kashyap, in a lengthy letter, warned the port could

wipe out local fishing communities, damage beaches, and expose the coastline to

greater risk of hurricanes and other storms. He said saving the reserve promised

economic benefits. "With the entire Caribbean region vying for the same tourists, such a

unique niche will advance Jamaica's tourism potential."

The IUCN said the port would endanger 50 species of plant found only in Jamaica,

including 17 that are endangered.

Anti-corruption groups noted that the port development's parent company, the China

Communications Construction Company, was sanctioned for corruption by the World

Bank in 2009.

Conservationists said the port would reverse more than 20 years of international efforts

to bring back the Jamaican iguana.

"It is one of the best known conservation

success stories of modern times," said

Rick Hudson, a conservation biologist at

the Fort Worth zoo, and a founder of the

International Iguana Foundation. "A

species that was given a second change

for survival has been on the road for

recovery for the past 20 years. We are on

the verge of success."

Officially, construction will not get under

way until the project undergoes a series of

reviews. But opponents said they feared

the project is moving ahead speedily.

Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according

to Jamaican press reports.

The country's transport minister, Omar Davies, told parliament last week the government

was firmly behind the port.

"Let me make it unambiguously clear. For a host of reasons, we are serious about

implementing this project," he was quoted as saying by the Jamaica Observer. According

to the newspaper, the house cheered his remarks.

Davies also told parliament that concerns about damage to the reserve were based on

"erroneous claims". In a statement emailed to the Guardian, he said: "All these issues

will be fully addressed through an environmental impact assessment (EIA) prior to a final

decision being taken."

But Davies's public comments have fuelled concerns among environmental groups that

the government could fast-track the project and bypass regulatory reviews.

That would be a huge setback to conservation efforts on the island, and the campaign

to put the Jamaican iguana on more solid footing.

"It's so tragic that after all of this success and all of the building up of the conservation

effort in Jamaica, the whole thing is just going to explode," Hudson said. "It's quite a

blow."

 A young Amercian crocodile, Crocodylus acutus, swims among mangroves in a lagoon in Portland Bight

protected area of Jamaica. Photograph: Robin Moore
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The Portland Bight protected area is home to the iconic Jamaican

iguana and 20 other endangered species. Its fragile coastal

ecosystem and wildlife faces the risk of being lost for ever as Jamaica

approves a Chinese company to build a port 
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Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according to

Jamaican press reports

This is becoming a common story throughout many areas of the globe especially fragile eco systems.

China will offer to build schools, roads etc in exchange for trashing an eco system. Instead of living

within their means governments will play this high stakes game using the tired old line about 'improving

the economy' and creating jobs. The reality is short term gain for long term pain as the Chinese push

yet another species to the brink of extinction in their never ending thirst for natural resources and

apathy to the natural world.

The world watches on with a shrug of the shoulders.

Though I broadly agree with you about modern civilization's continuing rape and pillage of the

biosphere, they are only doing what we have already done in the developed world. These

roads, hospitals, schools, universities, ports, stadiums and railways have finally lifted the quality

of African lives, enabling education, jobs, facilities to improve living conditions. For me its catch

22. Do we leave 2 billion people to squalor and poverty, or help them get at least a little of what

we take for granted?

It seems to me after decades of Western failure to help the poor of the world, now China is

building infrastructure necessary to conquer poverty, our narrative has switched to hammering

them over the environmental cost. No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming

deflected bribes) into leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about

how China is failing to improve quality of life. In our media they simply can't win.

No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming deflected bribes) into

leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about how China is

failing to improve quality of life

So you think China doesn't pay bribes in exchange for natural resources and wildlife products?

China's tactics are very clear corruption is rife. I would like to see your reaction if the British

government was proposing ripping up this eco system in a former colony. You would rightly be

outraged or would you react like you are now giving China a free pass I doubt it.

Mankind is writing its own suicide note.

And no animal will win the Chinese. They will kill it or eat it , or both.

April this year, tough jail sentences in China for anyone consuming endangered animals :

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/apr/25/china-rare-animal-products-eat-jail-

sentences
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Iconic Jamaican iguana under threat
from $1.5bn Chinese port project

Development will destroy Jamaica's biggest nature reserve and fragile
coastal areas, conservationists warn
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 The Jamaican iguana, Cyclura collei, is a critically endangered species from the Hellshire Hills in Portland

Bight Protected Area, Jamaica, 14 April, 2014. Photograph: Robin Moore
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The Jamaican government is pursuing a $1.5bn Chinese port development inside the

island's biggest nature reserve, threatening the famous Jamaican iguana (Cyclura collei)

and putting fragile coastal areas at risk, environmental groups say.

Government officials have championed the project – which reportedly includes a port,

industrial park and causeway – as a boon for the country's economy.

But the United Nations, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and local

environmental groups say the China Harbour Engineering Company development risks

destroying mangroves and rare forests in the country's biggest nature reserve, the

Portland Bight protected area.

The port would also doom a rare conservation success story, the Jamaican iguana,

brought back from the point of extinction after a 20-year effort, environmental groups

say.

"What is at stake is Jamaica's most protected areas of land and sea," said Diana

McCaulay, who heads the Jamaica Environment Trust. "I am very concerned."

The Portland Bight protected area extends

over 200 miles of land and 524 miles of

sea, containing the uninhabited Goat

Islands, 30,000 acres of mangroves, and

four dry limestone forests.

The area was set aside as a nature

reserve in 1999, and the Goat Islands,

which are uninhabited, were being

prepared as a sanctuary for the Jamaican

iguana.

All of those efforts would be swamped by

the sheer scale of the project, which would involve flattening the Goat Islands and

extensive dredging, local and international opponents said.

Jamaican officials have said the port project would also involve an industrial park to

manufacture cranes for export across the Caribbean, and the Jamaican government is

calling for a coal power plant at the site.

The local UN representative, Arun Kashyap, in a lengthy letter, warned the port could

wipe out local fishing communities, damage beaches, and expose the coastline to

greater risk of hurricanes and other storms. He said saving the reserve promised

economic benefits. "With the entire Caribbean region vying for the same tourists, such a

unique niche will advance Jamaica's tourism potential."

The IUCN said the port would endanger 50 species of plant found only in Jamaica,

including 17 that are endangered.

Anti-corruption groups noted that the port development's parent company, the China

Communications Construction Company, was sanctioned for corruption by the World

Bank in 2009.

Conservationists said the port would reverse more than 20 years of international efforts

to bring back the Jamaican iguana.

"It is one of the best known conservation

success stories of modern times," said

Rick Hudson, a conservation biologist at

the Fort Worth zoo, and a founder of the

International Iguana Foundation. "A

species that was given a second change

for survival has been on the road for

recovery for the past 20 years. We are on

the verge of success."

Officially, construction will not get under

way until the project undergoes a series of

reviews. But opponents said they feared

the project is moving ahead speedily.

Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according

to Jamaican press reports.

The country's transport minister, Omar Davies, told parliament last week the government

was firmly behind the port.

"Let me make it unambiguously clear. For a host of reasons, we are serious about

implementing this project," he was quoted as saying by the Jamaica Observer. According

to the newspaper, the house cheered his remarks.

Davies also told parliament that concerns about damage to the reserve were based on

"erroneous claims". In a statement emailed to the Guardian, he said: "All these issues

will be fully addressed through an environmental impact assessment (EIA) prior to a final

decision being taken."

But Davies's public comments have fuelled concerns among environmental groups that

the government could fast-track the project and bypass regulatory reviews.

That would be a huge setback to conservation efforts on the island, and the campaign

to put the Jamaican iguana on more solid footing.

"It's so tragic that after all of this success and all of the building up of the conservation

effort in Jamaica, the whole thing is just going to explode," Hudson said. "It's quite a

blow."

 A young Amercian crocodile, Crocodylus acutus, swims among mangroves in a lagoon in Portland Bight

protected area of Jamaica. Photograph: Robin Moore
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Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according to

Jamaican press reports

This is becoming a common story throughout many areas of the globe especially fragile eco systems.

China will offer to build schools, roads etc in exchange for trashing an eco system. Instead of living

within their means governments will play this high stakes game using the tired old line about 'improving

the economy' and creating jobs. The reality is short term gain for long term pain as the Chinese push

yet another species to the brink of extinction in their never ending thirst for natural resources and

apathy to the natural world.

The world watches on with a shrug of the shoulders.

Though I broadly agree with you about modern civilization's continuing rape and pillage of the

biosphere, they are only doing what we have already done in the developed world. These

roads, hospitals, schools, universities, ports, stadiums and railways have finally lifted the quality

of African lives, enabling education, jobs, facilities to improve living conditions. For me its catch

22. Do we leave 2 billion people to squalor and poverty, or help them get at least a little of what

we take for granted?

It seems to me after decades of Western failure to help the poor of the world, now China is

building infrastructure necessary to conquer poverty, our narrative has switched to hammering

them over the environmental cost. No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming

deflected bribes) into leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about

how China is failing to improve quality of life. In our media they simply can't win.

No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming deflected bribes) into

leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about how China is

failing to improve quality of life

So you think China doesn't pay bribes in exchange for natural resources and wildlife products?

China's tactics are very clear corruption is rife. I would like to see your reaction if the British

government was proposing ripping up this eco system in a former colony. You would rightly be

outraged or would you react like you are now giving China a free pass I doubt it.

Mankind is writing its own suicide note.

And no animal will win the Chinese. They will kill it or eat it , or both.

April this year, tough jail sentences in China for anyone consuming endangered animals :

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/apr/25/china-rare-animal-products-eat-jail-

sentences
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The Jamaican government is pursuing a $1.5bn Chinese port development inside the

island's biggest nature reserve, threatening the famous Jamaican iguana (Cyclura collei)

and putting fragile coastal areas at risk, environmental groups say.

Government officials have championed the project – which reportedly includes a port,

industrial park and causeway – as a boon for the country's economy.

But the United Nations, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and local

environmental groups say the China Harbour Engineering Company development risks

destroying mangroves and rare forests in the country's biggest nature reserve, the

Portland Bight protected area.

The port would also doom a rare conservation success story, the Jamaican iguana,

brought back from the point of extinction after a 20-year effort, environmental groups

say.

"What is at stake is Jamaica's most protected areas of land and sea," said Diana

McCaulay, who heads the Jamaica Environment Trust. "I am very concerned."

The Portland Bight protected area extends

over 200 miles of land and 524 miles of

sea, containing the uninhabited Goat

Islands, 30,000 acres of mangroves, and

four dry limestone forests.

The area was set aside as a nature

reserve in 1999, and the Goat Islands,

which are uninhabited, were being

prepared as a sanctuary for the Jamaican

iguana.

All of those efforts would be swamped by

the sheer scale of the project, which would involve flattening the Goat Islands and

extensive dredging, local and international opponents said.

Jamaican officials have said the port project would also involve an industrial park to

manufacture cranes for export across the Caribbean, and the Jamaican government is

calling for a coal power plant at the site.

The local UN representative, Arun Kashyap, in a lengthy letter, warned the port could

wipe out local fishing communities, damage beaches, and expose the coastline to

greater risk of hurricanes and other storms. He said saving the reserve promised

economic benefits. "With the entire Caribbean region vying for the same tourists, such a

unique niche will advance Jamaica's tourism potential."

The IUCN said the port would endanger 50 species of plant found only in Jamaica,

including 17 that are endangered.

Anti-corruption groups noted that the port development's parent company, the China

Communications Construction Company, was sanctioned for corruption by the World

Bank in 2009.

Conservationists said the port would reverse more than 20 years of international efforts

to bring back the Jamaican iguana.

"It is one of the best known conservation

success stories of modern times," said

Rick Hudson, a conservation biologist at

the Fort Worth zoo, and a founder of the

International Iguana Foundation. "A

species that was given a second change

for survival has been on the road for

recovery for the past 20 years. We are on

the verge of success."

Officially, construction will not get under

way until the project undergoes a series of

reviews. But opponents said they feared

the project is moving ahead speedily.

Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according

to Jamaican press reports.

The country's transport minister, Omar Davies, told parliament last week the government

was firmly behind the port.

"Let me make it unambiguously clear. For a host of reasons, we are serious about

implementing this project," he was quoted as saying by the Jamaica Observer. According

to the newspaper, the house cheered his remarks.

Davies also told parliament that concerns about damage to the reserve were based on

"erroneous claims". In a statement emailed to the Guardian, he said: "All these issues

will be fully addressed through an environmental impact assessment (EIA) prior to a final

decision being taken."

But Davies's public comments have fuelled concerns among environmental groups that

the government could fast-track the project and bypass regulatory reviews.

That would be a huge setback to conservation efforts on the island, and the campaign

to put the Jamaican iguana on more solid footing.

"It's so tragic that after all of this success and all of the building up of the conservation

effort in Jamaica, the whole thing is just going to explode," Hudson said. "It's quite a

blow."

 A young Amercian crocodile, Crocodylus acutus, swims among mangroves in a lagoon in Portland Bight

protected area of Jamaica. Photograph: Robin Moore
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Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according to

Jamaican press reports

This is becoming a common story throughout many areas of the globe especially fragile eco systems.

China will offer to build schools, roads etc in exchange for trashing an eco system. Instead of living

within their means governments will play this high stakes game using the tired old line about 'improving

the economy' and creating jobs. The reality is short term gain for long term pain as the Chinese push

yet another species to the brink of extinction in their never ending thirst for natural resources and

apathy to the natural world.

The world watches on with a shrug of the shoulders.

Though I broadly agree with you about modern civilization's continuing rape and pillage of the

biosphere, they are only doing what we have already done in the developed world. These

roads, hospitals, schools, universities, ports, stadiums and railways have finally lifted the quality

of African lives, enabling education, jobs, facilities to improve living conditions. For me its catch

22. Do we leave 2 billion people to squalor and poverty, or help them get at least a little of what

we take for granted?

It seems to me after decades of Western failure to help the poor of the world, now China is

building infrastructure necessary to conquer poverty, our narrative has switched to hammering

them over the environmental cost. No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming

deflected bribes) into leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about

how China is failing to improve quality of life. In our media they simply can't win.

No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming deflected bribes) into

leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about how China is

failing to improve quality of life

So you think China doesn't pay bribes in exchange for natural resources and wildlife products?

China's tactics are very clear corruption is rife. I would like to see your reaction if the British

government was proposing ripping up this eco system in a former colony. You would rightly be

outraged or would you react like you are now giving China a free pass I doubt it.

Mankind is writing its own suicide note.

And no animal will win the Chinese. They will kill it or eat it , or both.

April this year, tough jail sentences in China for anyone consuming endangered animals :

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/apr/25/china-rare-animal-products-eat-jail-

sentences
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 The Jamaican iguana, Cyclura collei, is a critically endangered species from the Hellshire Hills in Portland

Bight Protected Area, Jamaica, 14 April, 2014. Photograph: Robin Moore
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The Jamaican government is pursuing a $1.5bn Chinese port development inside the

island's biggest nature reserve, threatening the famous Jamaican iguana (Cyclura collei)

and putting fragile coastal areas at risk, environmental groups say.

Government officials have championed the project – which reportedly includes a port,

industrial park and causeway – as a boon for the country's economy.

But the United Nations, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and local

environmental groups say the China Harbour Engineering Company development risks

destroying mangroves and rare forests in the country's biggest nature reserve, the

Portland Bight protected area.

The port would also doom a rare conservation success story, the Jamaican iguana,

brought back from the point of extinction after a 20-year effort, environmental groups

say.

"What is at stake is Jamaica's most protected areas of land and sea," said Diana

McCaulay, who heads the Jamaica Environment Trust. "I am very concerned."

The Portland Bight protected area extends

over 200 miles of land and 524 miles of

sea, containing the uninhabited Goat

Islands, 30,000 acres of mangroves, and

four dry limestone forests.

The area was set aside as a nature

reserve in 1999, and the Goat Islands,

which are uninhabited, were being

prepared as a sanctuary for the Jamaican

iguana.

All of those efforts would be swamped by

the sheer scale of the project, which would involve flattening the Goat Islands and

extensive dredging, local and international opponents said.

Jamaican officials have said the port project would also involve an industrial park to

manufacture cranes for export across the Caribbean, and the Jamaican government is

calling for a coal power plant at the site.

The local UN representative, Arun Kashyap, in a lengthy letter, warned the port could

wipe out local fishing communities, damage beaches, and expose the coastline to

greater risk of hurricanes and other storms. He said saving the reserve promised

economic benefits. "With the entire Caribbean region vying for the same tourists, such a

unique niche will advance Jamaica's tourism potential."

The IUCN said the port would endanger 50 species of plant found only in Jamaica,

including 17 that are endangered.

Anti-corruption groups noted that the port development's parent company, the China

Communications Construction Company, was sanctioned for corruption by the World

Bank in 2009.

Conservationists said the port would reverse more than 20 years of international efforts

to bring back the Jamaican iguana.

"It is one of the best known conservation

success stories of modern times," said

Rick Hudson, a conservation biologist at

the Fort Worth zoo, and a founder of the

International Iguana Foundation. "A

species that was given a second change

for survival has been on the road for

recovery for the past 20 years. We are on

the verge of success."

Officially, construction will not get under

way until the project undergoes a series of

reviews. But opponents said they feared

the project is moving ahead speedily.

Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according

to Jamaican press reports.

The country's transport minister, Omar Davies, told parliament last week the government

was firmly behind the port.

"Let me make it unambiguously clear. For a host of reasons, we are serious about

implementing this project," he was quoted as saying by the Jamaica Observer. According

to the newspaper, the house cheered his remarks.

Davies also told parliament that concerns about damage to the reserve were based on

"erroneous claims". In a statement emailed to the Guardian, he said: "All these issues

will be fully addressed through an environmental impact assessment (EIA) prior to a final

decision being taken."

But Davies's public comments have fuelled concerns among environmental groups that

the government could fast-track the project and bypass regulatory reviews.

That would be a huge setback to conservation efforts on the island, and the campaign

to put the Jamaican iguana on more solid footing.

"It's so tragic that after all of this success and all of the building up of the conservation

effort in Jamaica, the whole thing is just going to explode," Hudson said. "It's quite a

blow."

 A young Amercian crocodile, Crocodylus acutus, swims among mangroves in a lagoon in Portland Bight

protected area of Jamaica. Photograph: Robin Moore
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Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according to

Jamaican press reports

This is becoming a common story throughout many areas of the globe especially fragile eco systems.

China will offer to build schools, roads etc in exchange for trashing an eco system. Instead of living

within their means governments will play this high stakes game using the tired old line about 'improving

the economy' and creating jobs. The reality is short term gain for long term pain as the Chinese push

yet another species to the brink of extinction in their never ending thirst for natural resources and

apathy to the natural world.

The world watches on with a shrug of the shoulders.

Though I broadly agree with you about modern civilization's continuing rape and pillage of the

biosphere, they are only doing what we have already done in the developed world. These

roads, hospitals, schools, universities, ports, stadiums and railways have finally lifted the quality

of African lives, enabling education, jobs, facilities to improve living conditions. For me its catch

22. Do we leave 2 billion people to squalor and poverty, or help them get at least a little of what

we take for granted?

It seems to me after decades of Western failure to help the poor of the world, now China is

building infrastructure necessary to conquer poverty, our narrative has switched to hammering

them over the environmental cost. No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming

deflected bribes) into leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about

how China is failing to improve quality of life. In our media they simply can't win.

No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming deflected bribes) into

leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about how China is

failing to improve quality of life

So you think China doesn't pay bribes in exchange for natural resources and wildlife products?

China's tactics are very clear corruption is rife. I would like to see your reaction if the British

government was proposing ripping up this eco system in a former colony. You would rightly be

outraged or would you react like you are now giving China a free pass I doubt it.

Mankind is writing its own suicide note.

And no animal will win the Chinese. They will kill it or eat it , or both.

April this year, tough jail sentences in China for anyone consuming endangered animals :

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/apr/25/china-rare-animal-products-eat-jail-

sentences
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The Jamaican government is pursuing a $1.5bn Chinese port development inside the

island's biggest nature reserve, threatening the famous Jamaican iguana (Cyclura collei)

and putting fragile coastal areas at risk, environmental groups say.

Government officials have championed the project – which reportedly includes a port,

industrial park and causeway – as a boon for the country's economy.

But the United Nations, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and local

environmental groups say the China Harbour Engineering Company development risks

destroying mangroves and rare forests in the country's biggest nature reserve, the

Portland Bight protected area.

The port would also doom a rare conservation success story, the Jamaican iguana,

brought back from the point of extinction after a 20-year effort, environmental groups

say.

"What is at stake is Jamaica's most protected areas of land and sea," said Diana

McCaulay, who heads the Jamaica Environment Trust. "I am very concerned."

The Portland Bight protected area extends

over 200 miles of land and 524 miles of

sea, containing the uninhabited Goat

Islands, 30,000 acres of mangroves, and

four dry limestone forests.

The area was set aside as a nature

reserve in 1999, and the Goat Islands,

which are uninhabited, were being

prepared as a sanctuary for the Jamaican

iguana.

All of those efforts would be swamped by

the sheer scale of the project, which would involve flattening the Goat Islands and

extensive dredging, local and international opponents said.

Jamaican officials have said the port project would also involve an industrial park to

manufacture cranes for export across the Caribbean, and the Jamaican government is

calling for a coal power plant at the site.

The local UN representative, Arun Kashyap, in a lengthy letter, warned the port could

wipe out local fishing communities, damage beaches, and expose the coastline to

greater risk of hurricanes and other storms. He said saving the reserve promised

economic benefits. "With the entire Caribbean region vying for the same tourists, such a

unique niche will advance Jamaica's tourism potential."

The IUCN said the port would endanger 50 species of plant found only in Jamaica,

including 17 that are endangered.

Anti-corruption groups noted that the port development's parent company, the China

Communications Construction Company, was sanctioned for corruption by the World

Bank in 2009.

Conservationists said the port would reverse more than 20 years of international efforts

to bring back the Jamaican iguana.

"It is one of the best known conservation

success stories of modern times," said

Rick Hudson, a conservation biologist at

the Fort Worth zoo, and a founder of the

International Iguana Foundation. "A

species that was given a second change

for survival has been on the road for

recovery for the past 20 years. We are on

the verge of success."

Officially, construction will not get under

way until the project undergoes a series of

reviews. But opponents said they feared

the project is moving ahead speedily.

Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according

to Jamaican press reports.

The country's transport minister, Omar Davies, told parliament last week the government

was firmly behind the port.

"Let me make it unambiguously clear. For a host of reasons, we are serious about

implementing this project," he was quoted as saying by the Jamaica Observer. According

to the newspaper, the house cheered his remarks.

Davies also told parliament that concerns about damage to the reserve were based on

"erroneous claims". In a statement emailed to the Guardian, he said: "All these issues

will be fully addressed through an environmental impact assessment (EIA) prior to a final

decision being taken."

But Davies's public comments have fuelled concerns among environmental groups that

the government could fast-track the project and bypass regulatory reviews.

That would be a huge setback to conservation efforts on the island, and the campaign

to put the Jamaican iguana on more solid footing.

"It's so tragic that after all of this success and all of the building up of the conservation

effort in Jamaica, the whole thing is just going to explode," Hudson said. "It's quite a

blow."

 A young Amercian crocodile, Crocodylus acutus, swims among mangroves in a lagoon in Portland Bight

protected area of Jamaica. Photograph: Robin Moore
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Jamaica's prime minister, Portia Simpson Miller, and other officials met visiting Chinese

company executives last week for talks about how to go forward on the port, according to

Jamaican press reports

This is becoming a common story throughout many areas of the globe especially fragile eco systems.

China will offer to build schools, roads etc in exchange for trashing an eco system. Instead of living

within their means governments will play this high stakes game using the tired old line about 'improving

the economy' and creating jobs. The reality is short term gain for long term pain as the Chinese push

yet another species to the brink of extinction in their never ending thirst for natural resources and

apathy to the natural world.

The world watches on with a shrug of the shoulders.

Though I broadly agree with you about modern civilization's continuing rape and pillage of the

biosphere, they are only doing what we have already done in the developed world. These

roads, hospitals, schools, universities, ports, stadiums and railways have finally lifted the quality

of African lives, enabling education, jobs, facilities to improve living conditions. For me its catch

22. Do we leave 2 billion people to squalor and poverty, or help them get at least a little of what

we take for granted?

It seems to me after decades of Western failure to help the poor of the world, now China is

building infrastructure necessary to conquer poverty, our narrative has switched to hammering

them over the environmental cost. No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming

deflected bribes) into leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about

how China is failing to improve quality of life. In our media they simply can't win.

No doubt if China simply copied us and paid aid (becoming deflected bribes) into

leaders' bank accounts for resource deals, we'd be complaining about how China is

failing to improve quality of life

So you think China doesn't pay bribes in exchange for natural resources and wildlife products?

China's tactics are very clear corruption is rife. I would like to see your reaction if the British

government was proposing ripping up this eco system in a former colony. You would rightly be

outraged or would you react like you are now giving China a free pass I doubt it.

Mankind is writing its own suicide note.

And no animal will win the Chinese. They will kill it or eat it , or both.

April this year, tough jail sentences in China for anyone consuming endangered animals :

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/apr/25/china-rare-animal-products-eat-jail-

sentences
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